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Abstract
Background

Extensive passage of adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) in vitro leads to loss of function. Endothelial
colony forming cells (ECFCs) can be isolated from adult peripheral blood. A 3D co-culture system may
rescue in vitro ASC senescence.

Methods

A 3D co-culture model was successfully established using hyaluronic acid (HA) gel and a 10:1 ratio of
late-passage ASCs and ECFCs. Cell density and culture conditions were optimized. Stem cell phenotype
was characterized by �ow cytometry. ELISA was used to measure the trophic effect of angiogenic growth
factors and compare the effects of these factors between the 3-D co-culture and single cell culture.
Therapeutic potential of ASC/ECFC 3-D co-cultures was evaluated in a mouse chronic injury model.

Results

Following incubation in a HA substrate 3D co-culture system, ASC morphology, phenotype, secretory
pro�le and differentiation capacity was restored. The ASC/ECFC co-culture increased the secretion of
cytokines, such as hepatocyte growth factor, compared with single cell 3D culture or monolayer culture.
Mice radiation-ulcer wounds treated with ASC/ECFC 3-D co-cultures (spheroids) showed epithelialization
and improved healing compared with wounds treated with ASCs or ECFCs alone. Further, transplanted
ASC/ECFC spheroids exhibited superior angiogenic potential due to the ability of the ASCs to
transdifferentiate into pericytes.

Conclusion

3D co-culture of ECFCs and ASCs in vitro restored native ASC properties by reversing cellular senescence
and loss of trophic function. Transplant of ASC/ECFC 3D spheroids in vivo demonstrated pro-angiogenic
capacity with improved therapeutic potential.

Background
Chronic wounds in�ict a signi�cant burden upon the physical, psychological, and �nancial, welfare of
patients, as well as the healthcare system that supports them. Unfortunately, current treatment options
are limited and ineffective. Given the high rate of depression reported in patients with chronic wounds,
new treatments need to be developed for improved therapeutic outcomes.

Advances in regenerative medicine, including the development of stem cell therapy, have led to possible
treatments for chronic wounds. Human Adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) are an abundant source of
multipotent adult mesenchymal stem cells that are easily obtained from subcutaneous adipose tissue via
liposuction. ASCs have therapeutic potential because of their ability to self-renew and differentiate into
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multiple cell types, including adipocytes, osteocytes, chondrocytes, hepatocytes, myocytes, neurons, and
monocytes. In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the number of clinical trials using
human ASCs based on their established roles in immune modulation, trophic function, multipotency, and
accessibility from patients [1]. However, a single treatment may require approximately 10–800 million
cells to repair a dermal wound [2–4]. Thus, it is essential to culture and expand ASCs in vitro before they
can be used therapeutically.

An established characteristic of in vitro cultured ASCs is cellular senescence, resulting in proliferative
arrest and dramatic changes in cell morphology, metabolism, gene expression and secretory phenotype
[5]. Implanted senescent ASCs exhibit poor survival and growth rates, reduced differentiation capacity,
poor homing, and paracrine activity. To maintain ASC activity and function in vitro, novel methods
reversing cellular senescence need to be investigated further.

Several factors can in�uence adult stem cell survival and senescence in vitro, including chemical
supplementation (endogenous or exogenous growth factors), experimental preconditioning (hypoxia,
growth factors or conditioned medium), and the culture system (adherent, 3D culture, co-culture, or
substrate matrices) [6–7]. Cell-cell interaction is important for stem cell functionality. Co-culturing
systems involving multiple cell types can stimulate the release of endogenous growth factors and
cytokines, and promote cell-cell interaction in vitro [8]. Alternatively, 3D culture models demonstrate
enhanced cell-cell interaction but develop a hypoxic core [9]. Together, these previous studies show that
different culture techniques can enhance or contribute to ASC senescence in vitro.

In the stem cell biology �eld, the recent development of three-dimensional (3D) cell-culture techniques has
generated great interest as they exhibit self-patterning that mimics the in vivo development of tissues,
and improve progeny differentiation and functionality. Compared with suspension cultures, 3D cell-
culture of stem cell spheroids improve the functionality of integrated cells when injected into local host
tissues. Recent reports show that non-cross-linked hyaluronic acid (HA) can sustain ASC 3D culture in
vitro by providing structural stability [6]. Further, HA-cultured ASC spheroids promote regenerative
capacity, plasticity and growth factor-secreting potential of these cells. Current protocols to generate
spheroids are restricted to early passage ASCs (P1-P2), limiting the scalability of this technique. Methods
to sustain ASC stemness in a HA-cultured 3D model system is required to improve their therapeutic
potential.

Endothelial colony forming cells (ECFCs) are a type of progenitor cell circulating in the blood that can
differentiate into several endothelial lineage types. They are easy to obtain from peripheral blood. ECFCs
are characterized by a rapid proliferation rate and high levels of telomerase activity. ECFCs are believed to
play a role in vascular repair after injury [10] and their therapeutic potential for skin repair or regeneration
is currently being explored as an alternate tissue engineering strategy [11]. ECFCs, with great biological
function, might be good candidates to provide cell-cell interaction to stimulate ASC and restore their
senescence.
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Herein, we describe an effective protocol to sustain ASC stemness and prevent cellular senescence in
vitro by combining non-cross-linked HA and ECFC co-culture in a 3D culture model system. To evaluate
their therapeutic potential for wound repair, ECFC-ASC spheroids were transplanted into mice radiation-
induced ulcers.

Material And Methods
Ethical considerations

Patient biopsies were performed in accordance with relevant government guidelines and approved by the
institutional review board of the Southern Medical University. Each patient provided informed consent.

All experimental procedures using animals were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and
approved by the animal experimental committee of the Southern Medical University.

Isolation and culture of human MSCs and ECFCs

Primary human ASCs were isolated from white adipose tissue obtained during surgical liposuction
procedures as previously described [9]. ASCs were maintained in an adherent monolayer culture on
untreated tissue culture plates for up to nine passages in MSC-medium (MSCGM (Lonza) supplemented
with 10% FBS (Hyclone)). Human ECFCs were isolated from peripheral blood as described previously [14].
ECFCs were cultured on 1% gelatin-coated plates using ECFC-medium (EGM-2 (Lonza) supplemented with
hydrocortisone and 20% FBS. ECFCs were used for experiments after secondary colony formation
(passage number 3–5). All cell cultures were maintained in a humidi�ed incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2,
unless otherwise stated.

3D cultures with HA gel

Prior to experimentation, HA gel was prepared by mixing HA powder and culture medium overnight in a
plastic dish (Fig. 1A). The HA powder was a pharmaceutical grade product and non-cross-linked with an
average molecular weight of 1,000 kDa (Kikkoman, Tokyo, Japan). Monolayer-cultures of ASCs at nine-
passages (p0, p2, p4, p6, p8, p9) were trypsinized, and the cells were counted and resuspended in 1 ml
DMEM culture medium containing 3% (w/v) HA gel at a density of 1–6 × 106/35 mm dish, or 0.11–0.68 × 
105/cm2. Suspended ASCs were incubated for 24–72 hours. In the presence of HA gel, 3D ASC
aggregates formed in suspension.

To produce 3D co-cultured ASC/ECFC spheroids, 4 × 105 ASCs (passage 8) were co-cultured in
suspension with 4 × 104 ECFCs in the presence of 3% HA gel for 24 hours.

Flow cytometry

For �ow cytometry analysis, suspended ECFCs and ASCs were �ltered, washed and stained with the
following antibodies and corresponding isotype controls: Anti-CD45-Cy5 (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch
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Gladbach, Germany), Anti-CD133-PE (eBioscience, Inc., CA, USA), Anti-CD31-FITC (BD Biosciences), Anti-
CD105-FITC (BD Biosciences), Rat IgG2a Kappa cy5(BD Biosciences), and Rat IgG2a Kappa Control PE
(BD Biosciences). Samples and controls were analyzed with a MACSQuant Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotec).
Each channel was gated respective to the control samples.

ELISA
3D cultured ASCs, ECFC or ASC + ECFC (10% of ASCs) co-cultures were extracted from HA gels.
Monolayer-cultured ASCs, ECFCs or ASC + ECFC (10% of ASCs) were seeded at a density of 1.0 × 105 cells
in 6 cm2 plates and cultured in full growth medium for 24 hours. Subsequently, the medium was
exchanged for serum-free DMEM, and each dish was incubated under normoxic (6% O2) conditions. After
48 hours, the culture media was collected and �ltered through a 0.22-µm syringe �lter prior to analysis.
Commercially available Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits (Ray Biotech, Inc., Norcross,
US) for hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), epidermal growth
factor (EGF), and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) were used. The absorbance was measured at
450 nm using an in�nite microplate reader (Tecan Group, Männedorf, Switzerland).

Nude mice radiation-ulcer model and treatments

12-week-old male nude mice (BALB/cAJcl-FOXN1nu/nu) were purchased from Southern Medical
University Experimental Animal Center (Guangzhou, China). Prior to experimentation, mice were
anaesthetized by iso�urane inhalation. Anaesthetized mice were then placed in a lateral position and the
dorsal skin pulled back to create a skin fold. The remaining body and tail was covered with a 3 mm lead
shield, leaving the dorsal skin fold unprotected, which was treated with 15 Gy ionizing radiation using an
MX-160Labo X-ray radiation machine (Medixtec, Japan). Experimentally treated mice were housed
separately for 4 weeks. To induce a chronic injury, a 8 mm full-thickness cutaneous ulcer was created on
the back of each mouse as described previously [9].

There were four groups: a. ASC + ECFC group: irradiated mice with cutaneous ulcer treated by 3D cultured
hASC (product from 4 × 105 passage 8 hASCs + 4 × 104 hECFC, cultured in 3% HA gel for 24 hours;); b.
ECFC group: monolayer cultured 4 × 105 ECFCs suspended in 3% HA gel in DMEM; c. ASC group:
monolayer cultured 4 × 105 hASC (passage 8) suspended in 3% HA gel in DMEM; d. vehicle group:3% HA
gel in DMEM. n = 3 mice/group and we photographed the wounds on days 0, 4, 7, 14 and 18.

DiI labeling of ASCs

ASCs (passage 8) were cultured in suspension in a petri dish with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. To
label, ASCs were collected and suspended with 2 µM CM-DiI (Thermo Fisher Scienti�c) in Hank’s
balanced salt solution (HBSS) at 37 °C for 5 minutes, followed by incubation at 4 °C for 15 minutes.
Labelled ASCs were then re-plated back onto the petri dish for maintenance. The staining procedure was
repeated daily for 2 subsequent days until the optimal cellular �uorescence was obtained.
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Immuno�uorescent analysis

3D spheroids were �xed and set in para�n blocks as previously described. To prepare for
immunolabelling, the para�n blocks were sectioned with a cryostat, depara�nized and rehydrated. To
retrieve antigens, sections were incubated in target-retrieval solution followed by boiling water for 20
minutes. Sections were permeabilized and then blocked with 1% BSA buffer. All primary and secondary
antibody solutions were prepared in TBST (0.1% Tween 20, 1% BSA). Sections were incubated with
Guinea pig anti-Perilipin/PLIN1 (1:1000, Progen, Heidelberg, Germany) and goat anti- α smooth muscle
actin (α-SMA, N-term, GeneTex, TX, USA) antibodies for 16 hours at 4 °C. After a series of washes, the
sections were incubated with Isolectin IB4 Alexa Fluor dye conjugates (1:1000, Invitrogen) or Hoechst
33324 (1:1000 Thermo Fisher Scienti�c) for 1 hour. Stained sections were washed three times and then
mounted. Stained sections were imaged with a �uorescent microscope. Vessel density/viable fat tissue
quanti�cation was based on α-SMA or perilipin labelling. A representative �eld of 500 × 500 µm was
imaged for each sample (n = 5) in each treatment group. Fluorescent intensity was measured with
ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov/ij/).

Statistical analyses

Wound size in the irradiated mouse model was compared by the Kruskal-Wallis test. The viability assay
and �uorescent intensity experiments were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc. All
statistical analyses were performed with the statistical program available at https://astatsa.com/. All
statistical results were represented by the mean ± standard error. p-values < 0.05 were considered as
statistically signi�cant.

Results
Late-passage ASCs fail to form 3D spheroids

In the presence of HA gel, ASC cultures at early passage (0-2) were observed to produce uniform-sized
spheroids, while cultures at 4-6 passages produced irregularly-shaped structures �lled with cell
aggregates. (Figure.1B). When cultured in monolayers, passage 8 ASCs were either spindle-shaped or
large, �at, and irregularly shaped, which are characteristics of cellular senescence. Further, late-passage
ASCs were unable to form 3D spheroids in the presence of HA gel.

ECFC characterization

ECFCs were identi�ed by positive expression of characteristic markers including CD31, VEGFR2, eNOS,
and CD105, and negative expression of CD133, and CD45 [15]. ECFCs are named for their ability to form
colonies of cells. Primary ECFCs were cultured for 28 days until colonies were observed and could be
selected for further expansion (Figure.2A). Flow cytometry analysis revealed that ECFCs and ASCs had
similar size and granularity. Compared with primary ASCs, ECFCs are positive for the mesenchymal
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marker CD105 and endothelial marker CD31, and negative for the hematopoietic marker CD45 and stem
cell marker CD133 (Figure.2B). Thus, it was con�rmed that the isolated primary cells were ECFCs.

3D co-culture of late-passage ASC and ECFCs

To generate a co-culture, ECFCs were seeded on a monolayer culture of ASCs (passage 6). In the presence
of ECFCs, passage 8 ASCs were observed to maintain their spindle-shaped morphology (Figure.3A). To
determine the most e�cient protocol for generation of 3D co-cultures, the seeding density of ASCs was
optimized (1x106-6x106) together with serum supplementation (1 or 2.5% FBS). Medium containing 2%
FBS provided improved cell mobility compared with 1% FBS, as indicated by the large cell aggregates.
Further, an ASC seeding density of 4x106 in cultures supplemented with 2% FBS promoted the formation
of tubular-like structures in the HA gel (Figure.3B). We speculate that this structure may represent the
neovascular properties of endothelial cells.

Trophic functionality of 3D co-culture spheroids

The secretory functions of 3D co-cultures were assessed by ELISA. Immunological analysis revealed that
secretions of VEGF, HGF, and EGF were general higher under co-culture conditions than when mixed
conditioned media were employed. The ASC+ECFC co-culture promoted the secretion of HGF/EGF when
compared with the conditioned medium mixture from both 2D and 3D mono culture conditions. PDGF
secretion did not differ between the groups. The 3D co-culture model signi�cantly enhanced the secretion
of VEGF and HGF compared with the other experimental groups (Figure.3C).

Viability and characterization of 3D co-cultured cells

Cell viability of the 3D co-culture spheroid was assessed by �ow cytometry using the 7-AAD stain. Over
time, cell death increased after 24 hours (22.1±4.3%), 48 hours (45.8±7.1%) and 72 hours (90.5±9.0%)
incubation (Figure. 4A). Twenty-four hours incubation was therefore considered as the most favorable
culture period for achieving reduced cell death. 3D co-culture spheroids incubated in HA gel for 24 hours
were enzymatically suspended into single cells for characterization by �ow cytometry analysis. Like the
mixed cultures, the 3D co-culture maintained expression of the mesenchymal marker CD105. In
comparison, there was an increase in the CD31 (approx. 2.8 fold and CD133 (approx. 3 fold) positive
populations when cells were co-cultured in 3D (Figure. 4B). These results indicated that the ASCs were
undergoing transdifferentiation.

Chronic injury assessment of radiation-ulcer mice

Overall, ulcers created in the irradiated mouse tissues showed impaired healing compared with those in
the normal tissue. Eighteen days post-injury, the vehicle-treated (HA) ulcers in the irradiated tissue
remained unhealed (Fig. 5B). Seven days post-injury, ASC/ECFC -treated ulcers showed improved re-
epithelialization and wound healing (wound area: 40.1±3.0%) compared with ulcers treated with only
ASCs (63.3±6.7%) or ECFCs (65.8±7.2%). The late-passage ASC-treated ulcers healed similarly to vehicle-
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treated ulcers (76.16±5.2%) (p>0.05). Fourteen days post-injury, the ASC/ECFC -treated ulcers had healed
more (77% wound closure) than those in mice in the other treatment groups, which showed signi�cantly
impaired healing.

Histological evaluation of the ulcer wound demonstrated the formation of scar tissue in the central area
(Fig. 5C). Despite normal dermal thickness, ASC/ECFC -treated mice had a thicker subcutaneous adipose
layer in the wound marginal area. ASC/ECFC -treated mice exhibited more collagen deposition in the
wound center.

Microscopic differences in the ulcer vasculature was noted between ASC/ECFC -treated ulcers and other
treatment groups. To investigate further, vascularization of the wound tissue was examined by
immunocytochemistry of α-SMA-stained capillaries (Figure 6A). ASC/ECFC -treated ulcers had
approximately 30% more α-SMA positive cells than the other three treatment groups. Adipogenesis was
evaluated by quanti�cation of perilipin staining. There was a 4-fold increase in the adipose content of the
ASC/ECFC ulcers compared with the other groups. However, ulcers treated with only passage 8 ASCs or
ECFCs alone did not differ from the vehicle-control.

To trace transplanted ASCs, DiI labeling was performed. Eighteen days post-transplantation, cells in the
deep subcutaneous layer of ASC/ECFC ulcers were arranged in circular patterns,  a proportion of which
was positive for both α-SMA and DiI (Figure 6B). Double-positive cells indicated that the engrafted ASCs
were developing into blood vessels in the host tissue.

Discussion
Co-cultured cellular models combining the endothelial and mesenchymal lineage holds great potential for
tissue therapy as it enables development of pre-vascularized tissue constructs. In this study, our aim was
to rescue ASC senescence and loss of function that is a consequence of extended passage in vitro. In
vitro co-culture of late-passage ASCs with a 1:10 ratio of ECFCs and HA gel was shown to restore native
ASC function, morphology, and phenotype, by reversing cellular senescence. When transplanted into mice
with a chronic injury, the 3D co-culture was demonstrated to have pro-angiogenic capacity and promote
healing.

In this study, HA was used to construct a 3D structure of cell spheroids. 3D spheroids have been reported
to produce growth factors that promote cell survival and growth that improves upon adherent culture. HA
is a naturally occurring molecule in the extracellular matrix of human tissues. It is a glycosaminoglycan
disaccharide composed of alternately repeating units of d-glucuronic acid and N-acetylglucosamine. HA
is a degradable material widely used for both pharmaceutical and cosmetic purposes; therefore, it is a
therapeutically safe alternative. In this study, non-cross-linked HA powder was combined with culture
medium to generate a matrix solution to promote 3D formation. HA-formed 3 spheroids were easily
dissociated without enzyme digestion. 3D ASC spheroid formation has been reported to promote
pluripotency as demonstrated by upregulation of stem cell markers [6, 9].Together, these results
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demonstrate that HA is a practical material for 3D cell culture with therapeutic potential for tissue
engineering.

From a translational standpoint, this study demonstrates that ECFC co-culture provides the means to
improve the e�ciency of ASC transplantation. Numerous clinical trials have tested the therapeutic value
of MSC/ASC-based treatments for ischemic disease. However, due to poor engraftment capabilities of
MSCs, these therapies remain ineffective [16, 17] Emerging evidence indicates that the endothelial lineage
can regulate homeostatic and regenerative processes via paracrine production of trophic factors,
including pancreatic differentiation, liver organogenesis, hematopoietic stem cell progenitor proliferation,
neurogenesis, and osteogenesis [18–22]. Cell-to-cell signaling between mesenchymal stem and
endothelial cell (MSC-EC) not only promotes cytokine secretion, but facilitates engraftment and
regenerative capacity. [12, 23] Further research is necessary to explore the mechanisms behind the
paracrine effect of ECFCs on ASC senescence. This study highlights the importance of maintaining MSC-
EC communication for preventing ASC senescence in vitro.

Our results indicate that 3D ASC/ECFC spheroids have neovascular potential, as demonstrated by the
presence of perivascular cells that promote angiogenesis in situ. In vivo, transplant of the 3DASC/ECFC
spheroid demonstrated angiogenesis, as indicated by the presence of α-SMA positive cells in the capillary
walls and differentiated pericytes. Under normal conditions, this property can only be achieved with early
passage ASCs [6, 9]. Thus, co-culture with HA enable late-passage ASCs to undergo transdifferentiation
into pericytes for neovascularization.

Conclusion
Our study demonstrates that ECFCs can restore stem cell properties of late-passage ASCs in vitro.
Optimization of a 3D co-culture model of ASC/ECFCs by the addition of HA gel promoted plasticity and
growth factor-secreting potential of these cells. Further, 3D co-culture spheroids improved wound healing
in a mouse model of chronic injury by promoting engraftment e�ciency and angiogenesis. Together, 3D
co-cultures of ASC/ECFCs may provide an alternative for tissue engineering purposes.
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Figures

Figure 1

3D culture of ASCs. A. Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure for generating the 3D culture
system in HA gel. 4% HA gel was prepared and let dissolve for hours before ASCs seeding. ASCs
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suspension was seeded to make �nal HA concentration 3%. After 24 hours of culture, 3D structure could
form in the HA gel. B. Morphology of ASCs grown in monolayer culture at sequential passages (P0, 2, 4, 6,
8, 9). Scale =100μm.

Figure 2

ECFC culture and characterization. A. ECFC primary cultures imaged at day 7, 14, 21, and 28 post-
isolation. Dotted line delineates the ECFC colony boundary. B. FACS analysis of ASCs and ECFCs
quanti�ed for cell-surface markers CD45, CD133, CD105, and CD31. Scale bar =50μm
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Figure 3

ASC/ECFC co-culture in 2D and 3D. A. ASC morphology in monolayer culture after co-culture with ECFCs.
Scale bar =10μm. B. Optimization of 3D co-culture model. Scale bar =50μm. C. ELISA quanti�cation of
secreted growth factors. *p <0.05, **p<0.01.
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Figure 4

Cell viability and characterization of 3D cultured cells. A. Apoptosis assay. Flow cytometry analysis for 7-
AAS staining of 3D co-cultured cells. B. Cell characterization of 3D co-cultures.

Figure 5
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Nude mice radiation ulcer model. A. Schematic diagram of the radiation ulcer model. B. Images
representing wound healing. Left panel shows macroscopic views of the ulcer. Right panel is the wound
healing curve. The ASC/ECFC group demonstrated the fastest re-epithelization. C. H&E staining of the
wound center and periphery. Scale =100μm.

Figure 6
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Evaluation of vascularization. A. Immuno�uorescence of isolectin (vasculature) and perilipin (adipocytes)
of day 14 samples and respective semi-quanti�cation. p*<0.05. Scale bar =100μm. B.
Immuno�uorescence staining of the regenerated dermis. Double positive cells are stained orange (cyan
arrow heads). Scale =20μm.


